Message from the Coordinator

Dear Parents/Guardians,

We are fast approaching the end of the educational year. This term is going to be a busier term. Teachers once again are preparing reports and finalising assessments. There will also be a number of events occurring throughout the term.

All students are attending Sunshine Leisure Centre for swimming lessons. The swimming program provides opportunity for students to develop their water safety skills. I would like to thank all parent helpers who assist on the day. Students and teachers are very busy practising for our annual end of year concert. Everyone is very excited and putting a lot of energy into their performances. We would like to see you and your family join us for this special occasion at the Darebin Art Centre. Tickets cost $5 per person and can be purchased from the office.

As you are all aware the new building (Secondary School) is well and truly under construction and will be completed by the end of term 1 of the 2012 educational year. Secondary school will be commencing at the beginning of the year in the Primary building.

Thank you to all families who contributed to the schools collection of Coles Sport Vouchers and Woolworths Earn and Learn Program. The school will be redeeming our collection of points against a choice of educational resources. I would like to take this opportunity to wish all our families a Happy Eid-ul Adha.

Kind Regards,
Mrs Halide Atasay
Grade Prep Experience at Bundoora Farm

Students working in the Educational School

Students attending the Educational classroom

Adem feeding the alpaca

Students having a tractor ride

Students feeding the goats

Students patting the guinea pig

Abdirahman and Abdullah playing in the sandpit

Students feeding the chooks

Students enjoying their lunch in the barn.

Enes enjoying his pony ride.

Seyma and friends patting the rabbit

Thank you to Mrs Ismail and Mrs Ramadan for assisting our class on our special day!
Grade 3 students went to Ceres to learn more about recycling. They had opportunities to have hands on activities.

We are ready for bushwalking

Gibril and Kerem having their snack

We’re learning how to make paper

We are listening to birds and water sounds

Zeynep and Sevgi made their paper

Nazem and Ceyda worked well together

Different types of recycling over the years

Timeline / Recycling Activity

Students looking over at catchment area.

Protecting our water from getting dirty
TIME TO SHOW GRADE 1/2’S CREATIVITY

In Term 4 for Integrated Studies the Grade 1/2 students are learning about multiculturalism. One of the activities for this unit was for students to design and create their own flags. Students had to take this activity further and write what the colours, and symbols they drew represented. Every student successfully completed this activity and believed that it was enjoyable and they took with them a lot of learning.

The two patterns on the side represent the different kind of cultures. The two triangles near the patterns mean the most popular colour in our country. The square in the centre of the flag represents the most popular shape in my country. In the corner of my flag means the colour they mostly use.

By Adan, Grade 2

I made this flag because its about other peoples feelings, other peoples food and other peoples colours.

Tuba, Grade 1

The colour blue on my flag means the sky, the yellow means the sun, the green means the grass, the cheetah means it runs fast and that it is a popular animal for that country.

By Mohamed, Grade 2

Forbidden (must not be named) My flags history is....One day the country was awful. There was no water and food. I was walking around the country nearly everything was dead. I tried to open the taps, but I realised there was no water. But one day a man came from a another country. He was a magic man he saw this place ad used his magic to make everything lovely but suddenly he turned himself into a triangle so that is how my flag is made.

By Sheniz, Grade 1

Good Land
The colours outside the sign means all the different feelings people have. The peace sign means the peaceness everyone wants. The little pictures represent rain, lightening, sun and nature.

By Batrisyia, Grade 1
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OUR FLAGS

TAYLAN, GRADE 2

SHENIZ, GRADE 1

MOHAMED, GRADE 2

GULRANA, GRADE 1

ELIAS, GRADE 1

ADAN, GRADE 2

BATRISYIA, GRADE 1
Our mini community was a success. We decided to do this activity because we were studying about communities and their buildings. In our community we had houses, schools, shops, libraries and many more interesting features. First we had to plan and then we started building our community.

Ms Cilek & Zeliha Kaya

Students have been researching about different cultures and countries and learnt some interesting facts.

Did you know.....

The languages spoken in Azerbaijan include Azerbajani and Russian. Selvi Aydin

Soccer is very popular in Argentina. The best soccer players include Messi and Maradona. Maradona helped his team win the 1986 World Cup. Zeliha Kaya

Mongolia is the 19th largest and the most sparsely populated independent country in the world. Abdurahman Said

There are over 200 different shapes of pasta in Italy. Zak Demir

Dubai is located in United Arab Emirates (UAE). Misk Hassannadie

The tallest mountain in Spain is 348 m high. Suham Ahmed

New Zealand has no state church. According to the 2001 census about 55% of the population are Christian. Selin Aydin